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If you own and operate mobile industrial equipment, this article’s for you. Find out more
about the benefits of personal coverage and why it’s an option you should consider.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

EMPLOYER BRIEFS
Knowledge that goes a long way

Tarzan I am not.
One minute I’m swinging on a rope over the clear blue water. The
next, I’m trying not to panic as one of the fingers on my left hand
dangles uselessly across my palm, my whole arm aches, and I’m
doing my best to make it to the surface one-handed.
We were on a family vacation in Ontario, hanging out by the water,
enjoying the hot and humid day. A minute’s hesitation in letting go
of the rope led to it twisting slightly, moving my hand into an
awkward angle as I let go. It was clear something was wrong as
soon as I hit the water and felt my finger dangling across the palm
of my hand.
It took a two-hour boat ride, numerous X-rays, and a five-hour wait
in the emergency room to find out I had a severe spiral fracture. The
day ended with the doctor getting my finger back into place, putting
a cast on my arm and informing me that I would probably need
surgery when I got back home (he was right.)
Little did I know that after surgery I’d be wearing a variety of splints
full time over the next five months to help get back full use of my
finger and the strength in my hand.

Updated employer and worker handbooks are available online at
www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/publications.asp. The new handbooks can
be used year to year and are your guide to your responsibilities under
the workers’ compensation system. The books also highlight the
services and benefits WCB offers. W

Safety cheque
Employers know that safety is an important part of doing business in
Alberta. This year, around 11,000 employers are receiving a refund as
part of the Partnerships in Injury Reduction (PIR) program, sharing
approximately $88.5 million.
Most companies who earn a Certificate of Recognition (COR) qualify for
the refund through the PIR program (only companies that pay the
minimum premium are not eligible). In order to get a COR, your health
and safety program must meet provincial standards.
Want more information on the PIR program? Visit our website at
www.wcb.ab.ca/ employers/pir.asp. W

Multiple choice

Sitting in the hospital, though, I realized that a typical day at work
wasn’t going to be so typical anymore. While this wasn’t a work
injury, it still affected my ability to do my job. Enter modified work.

It’s all about choice. Now most online claim correspondence is
available through myWCB. Anyone in the WCB Claims Administrator/
Manager role in myWCB can sign up for this new feature.

I’m used to writing about the benefits of a modified work plan. This
time I got to experience it such a plan first-hand (so to speak!). It
made a big difference in my return to work—and in the experiences
of the injured workers who shared their stories in this issue of
WorkSIGHT. I think you’ll agree that it’s a plan worth making. W

Here’s what you need to know before signing up:

Karla Johnston, Editor
karla.johnston@wcb.ab.ca

WorkSIGHT is a magazine for
employers and workers.
Submit story ideas to the editor at
karla.johnston@wcb.ab.ca.

1. Who has access? The initial subscription is done on an operational
level. This means that all users in the WCB Claims Administrator/
Manager role within the same account and industry are signed up at
once with that initial subscription.
It’s important to double-check that the appropriate people are in the
WCB Claims Administrator/Manager role. Once you’ve selected this
electronic option, all correspondence will be sent electronically to
everyone in this role. (The exceptions are resend requests and
attachments, which can’t be sent electronically and will still be sent
out by mail or fax.)
2. Staying online. Once you’ve signed up, the fastest way to receive
information is electronically. If you, or anyone else within your
company calls to request that the delivery method be changed to fax
for a specific letter, keep in mind that the correspondence won’t also
be available in myWCB. That means you—or anyone else who
normally receives the electronic correspondence—won’t also have an
electronic copy.
3. Making the save. Save your correspondence directly to your system.
It’s available online for only 90 days before it’s automatically deleted
from myWCB.
Looking for more information on how to sign up?
Detailed information on the new feature, including how to
sign up, is available at
www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/employers/ EFS_Claims_correspondence.pdf
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Thank you for your feedback!
In our last issue, we asked how you’d prefer to receive future issues of
our magazine. As a result of your feedback, we are pleased to announce
that an electronic version of WorkSIGHT will be launching in 2016.
The e-version will still contain all the same great information as the paper copy—it will
just be easier to share.
We have no immediate plans to discontinue the printed version of WorkSIGHT.
The e-version will be one more way you can keep on top of safety-related news and
WCB resources.

As we move towards this change, please feel free to check out WorkSIGHT’s enhanced webpage.

You’ve suffered a workplace injury. While you heal, you ﬁnd it diﬃcult to stay
on top of regular maintenance tasks around your home, like housekeeping
and yardwork. Is help available?

PHOTOCREO MICHAL BEDNAREK / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Visit www.wcb.ab.ca/WorkSIGHT

Possibly. Workers may be eligible for some home services, depending on the severity of
their injury—serious injuries such as rotator cuff tears, ruptured discs and severe knee
injuries typically qualify, while most soft tissue injuries do not.
Workers with severe injuries may also be eligible for additional services.
Home services can include assistance with exterior or interior home maintenance
and help with self-care. To learn more about home services and who might qualify,
visit www.wcb.ab.ca/public/policy/manual/0410p1.asp and
www.wcb.ab.ca/public/policy/manual/0407p2a4.asp (for workers with severe injuries).
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BY KARLA JOHNSTON

T

HINK OF PERSONAL COVERAGE as your
own personal safety net. You hope you
won’t need it, but it’s there to help you in case
of an emergency.

Personal coverage is optional coverage available to people
who aren’t automatically eligible for workers’ compensation
coverage. If a personal coverage holder is injured in a
workplace accident, that person typically needs to verify his or
her self-employment earnings with records such as T4 slips.
Compensation benefits are based on the lesser amount of
coverage purchased or verified earnings to the minimum
(currently $22,000 in 2015). It can also be based on the
guaranteed coverage amount (GCA) if applicable for the
industry. (For more information on the GCA, see
www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/employers/EFS_Guaranteed_coverage.pdf.)
If you own and operate mobile industrial equipment (owneroperators) and you don’t draw a lot of taxable employment
income from your company, WCB will also consider another
factor in setting a compensation rate—your gross income
earned from operating that piece of equipment.
The rate can be set based on 25 per cent of this income (or 50
per cent for portable welders). This can allow you to purchase
a greater amount of coverage and insure a greater portion of
your income.
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For example:
If you own and operate a piece of heavy
machinery in Industry 40604 (Mobile
Equipment Operation) and earn $200,000
in gross revenue in a year, WCB would
consider a minimum compensation rate
based on $50,000 in personal income
(25 per cent of total revenue).
“When you purchase personal coverage, it’s important
to look at your overall revenue so that you maximize
your protection against potential loss,” explains WCB’s
Ben Dille, supervisor, Employer Account Services.
“WCB will replace lost personal employment income due
to a workplace accident. Our owner-operator policy is an
excellent safety net for people who produce significant
revenue but may not draw much from their company as
personal income.”
You don’t have to be an owner-operator of industrial
equipment to benefit from personal coverage. Find out
more about this optional coverage by visiting WCB’s
website at www.wcb.ab.ca/pdfs/employers/
EFS_Personal_Coverage.pdf W
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Finding a good fit—Darcy Schultz was anxious to get back to work after his injury. Olymel was ready to help.

MAKING IT
TO WORK
ONE STEP
AT A TIME
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BY JAMIE HALL

A

SUCCESSFUL RETURN TO WORK following an injury
often begins with a single step. In this case, it began
with three.

Darcy Schultz underwent major
knee surgery to repair damage to his
anterior cruciate ligament. The injury
occurred when he wrenched his knee
slipping on the stairs at Olymel’s meatprocessing plant in Red Deer during a
maintenance shift.
On the mend and tired of being at

home, Schultz was anxious to get back
to work. But he was still limited as to
how far—and how well—he could walk.
“I’m the kind of person who can’t
sit for too long or I’ll get bored. I wanted
to get back to work as soon as I could.
I was going insane at home,” says
Schultz.

“As soon as your people
start not coming to work,
you start losing them
socially and mentally.
Working is about returning
to the normal rhythm of life.”
—Delamae Wetzel, Olymel’s
claims coordinator

Modified work is part of the deal
at Olymel
Olymel is a huge proponent of
accommodating injured workers to keep
them connected to the job. A modiﬁed
work program is part of its company’s
collective agreement with the union,
says the company’s claims coordinator,
Delamae Wetzel.
The company also has a modiﬁed
work committee that involves input
from the injured worker, a peer, and a
management representative. They’re
tasked with ﬁnding one or two jobs the
worker can perform until he or she is
able to return to full duties.
“We all believe that having modiﬁed
work is really the key,” says Wetzel. “As
soon as your people start not coming to
work, you start losing them socially and
mentally. Working is about returning to
the normal rhythm of life.”

An invaluable workplace visit
Schultz’s WCB case manager, Ed
Chapelle, wanted to see for himself the
kinds of challenges Schultz would face

at work due to limited mobility.
“When you’re sitting at your desk
and a worker is trying to explain things
to you over the phone, it’s not always
as effective as seeing it ﬁrst-hand, particularly in a case like this one,” says
Chapelle, who works at WCB’s
Edmonton oﬃce.
Wetzel arranged a workplace visit
to Olymel for Chapelle. While there,
Chapelle accompanied Schultz’s supervisor and a union representative on a
tour of the plant, which turned into a
discussion about possibilities for modiﬁed work.
Chapelle found out the company
wanted to train another person to operate the plant’s refrigeration system—in
an oﬃce that was mere steps inside the
plant’s main doors.
“I actually paced it out,” says
Chapelle. “The oﬃce Schultz would use
for training and to monitor the refrigeration system was three steps inside the
front door. From there he could sit at a
desk and evaluate what was happening.
He was able to call someone on the
radio if the readings weren’t right.”

A chance to learn a new skill
It was a good ﬁt for Schultz. Beyond
letting him return to work gradually and
with ﬂexible hours, this was also a
chance for him to learn a new skill.
It took several weeks, but eventually
Schultz made a full recovery and was
able to return to his full duties at
Olymel.
In the time since the accident,
Schultz has gone back to school for his
power engineering ticket. He now
earns more than at any other point in
his 28-year career.

Collaborative team approach a
win-win
In the end, says Chapelle, it was a
win-win situation for everyone involved.
“When all of the stakeholders are on
the same page—which was the case
here—it’s the best-case scenario. To be
part of a collaborative team approach is
very rewarding.” W
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“I kept things positive
from the start and I
never really stopped.”
—Justin Lindquist

Forward focus—Justin Lundquist credits a great support system with helping him in his recovery.
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Crushed
by a
JUSTIN LINDQUIST’S
POSITIVE SPIRIT PREVAILS
BY JAMIE HALL

J

USTIN LINDQUIST refers to
it as his “wreck.”

It happened near Blackie during the
fall harvest in September 2009, under
one of those endless Alberta blue skies.
With his boss operating the combine,
Lindquist had just stepped out onto the
platform to get a moisture sample from
the sweeping canola ﬁeld.
The machine jerked unexpectedly,
knocking him off balance. Falling backwards through the glass door, he landed
between the header and the front wheel
of the six-tonne machine.

PHOTO BY EWAN NICHOLSON

Catastrophic injuries
“My boss couldn’t stop fast enough,
so the combine basically parked itself
on top of me,” says Lindquist.
His injuries were extensive and catastrophic. The long medical report that

landed on WCB case manager Rich
Spencer’s desk following the accident
was ﬁlled with words that made his stomach churn.
“Justin had a total of 19 compensable
injuries,” recalls Spencer. “It was the
worst accident I’ve ever seen. When I
started going through his ﬁle, I had to
put it aside for a while. His injuries were
just so bad. It was a horrible crush injury.
Everything inside him was lacerated.”
Lindquist’s sacrum was fractured.
His rectum was torn. His bladder was
ruptured, and so was his urethra. His
right leg was severely damaged, particularly his knee. He suffered massive
internal bleeding and nerve damage.
But it was his pelvis that sustained
the most damage. It literally imploded
into pieces under the grinding weight of
the machine and separated from his
spine. >>

The machine jerked unexpectedly, knocking him off balance.
Falling backwards through the glass door, he landed between
the header and the front wheel of the six-tonne machine.
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Crushed by a combine >> continued

Waking up to a new reality
At the accident scene, Lindquist
went into cardiac arrest. He was resuscitated by emergency responders before
being airlifted by STARS Air Ambulance
to Calgary’s Foothills Hospital. There,
doctors put him into a medically
induced coma.
Several surgeries and more than a
week later, Lindquist regained consciousness in the intensive care unit.
His broken body was a tangle of tubes
and wires.
“When I ﬁrst woke up, it was kind of
scary,” remembers Lindquist. “I had
breathing tubes and stuff down my
throat, so I couldn’t really do anything.
I couldn’t even talk.”

When he could talk, the then 22year-old had a lot to say—about getting
out of the hospital and getting on with
his life.
“I’m not much for taking the backseat and having a pity party or just
doing nothing,” says Lindquist. “I kept
things positive from the start, and I
never really stopped. I had a great support system too. My mom dropped
everything; she closed her hair salon so
she could be at the hospital with me
every day until my girlfriend, Sasha,
came after work. Everyone pushed me
to keep going.”

Champing at the bit
Lindquist was conﬁned to a wheelchair for nearly three months before
doctors were conﬁdent the hardware
they’d used to put him back together
had helped him heal suﬃciently. By the
time they gave him the OK to start walking, he was champing at the bit.
“It felt like I had to wait forever, so it
was a pretty big day for me. As hard as
it was to stand up and try to walk for
the ﬁrst time after the accident, I also
knew I had to push through it because
the results were going to be good in the
end,” says Lindquist.
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Safety talk—Helping keep
staff safe is top of mind for
Justin at Shawne Excavating
and Trucking in High River.

Intensive rehabilitation
Lindquist was transferred to
Carewest for rehabilitation that included a gruelling regimen with up to three
physiotherapy sessions a day. Before he
could go home, he was told he had to
safely navigate a ﬂight of stairs.
Six weeks later—and with three days
to spare until Christmas—Lindquist
moved back into his room at his parents’ place in Blackie.
His injuries precluded his return to
work as a farm labourer, so Spencer suggested a new vocation as a health and
safety oﬃcer. Lindquist took courses
between surgeries and completed all of
the training in two months.
“He was amazing,” says Rich. “He

PHOTO BY EWAN NICHOLSON

Getting on with life

PHOTO BY EWAN NICHOLSON

would have his surgery, then sign
up for a course and take the class
two days later.”

Keeping people safe
Lindquist found a job in his newly
chosen ﬁeld almost immediately. For the
past three years, he has been the health
and safety supervisor at Shawne
Excavating and Trucking in High River,
where he occasionally gets his hands
dirty doubling as a service mechanic.
“I’m a farm kid by nature, so I like
being hands-on,” he says. “But it’s good
to be involved in preventing the kind of
accident that happened to me from happening to other people. I like the idea of
keeping everybody safe.” W

Most farming operations
are exempt from workers’
compensation coverage.
Farmers can apply
voluntarily for workers’
compensation to protect
yourself and your workers in
case of an injury at work.

FOR WORKERS:
Compensation benefits for work-related injuries
include immediate replacement of lost wages and
comprehensive medical and rehabilitation services.
PERSONAL COVERAGE:
In addition to voluntary workers’ coverage, personal coverage
is also available for owners. It’s designed to grant an employer
or director (if you have an incorporated company) the same
protection against personal wage loss or legal action.
See www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/coverage.asp for more
information.

We can
reduce our claim costs...
A rise in injuries at Trinidad Drilling sparked Darryl Hostyn to find new ways
to make the safety message hit home with employees. Now, instead of a
surcharge, they are back to receiving a discount on their WCB premiums.

...and you can, too.
Learn how at wcb.ab.ca/GettingBackToWork
Read
story
at wcb.ab.ca/employers/story_trinidad.asp
ReadDarryl’s
Darryl’s
story
on page 18
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On the
farm

FOR EMPLOYERS:
Liability coverage means you and your workers are protected
from legal action should a worker be injured on the job.

FEATURE

Life
after

death
REBECCA ORR
FACES LIFE AS
A WIDOW AND
A SINGLE PARENT
BY JAMIE HALL

C

AITLIN BRIANNE ORR
came into the world with
jet-black hair and piercing blue eyes, just like her
daddy. Now ﬁve years old, she’s
since become more like her
brown-haired, brown-eyed
mom, Rebecca, in appearance.
But she’s still every inch her
father’s daughter.

The little girl never got the chance to
know her father. He died in a workplace
accident before she was born. The memories she keeps in her heart have been
placed there by her family through stories and photographs.
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An uneasy feeling
Rebecca was six months pregnant
with Caitlin, their ﬁrst child, when her
husband of ﬁve years died. She was at
Babies“R” Us with a friend, setting up a
registry for the baby, when she received
a call from an RCMP oﬃcer who said she
was going to come meet her.
While Rebecca waited for the oﬃcer
to arrive, she tried calling Lance. She
grew increasingly uneasy when her calls
went straight to voice mail. She had
spoken to him just hours before when
he told her he would be home in time
for dinner that night.
He worked as a rigger, overseeing the
lifting and moving of heavy objects on
job sites. That morning he was exhausted, and he had even talked about not

going into work. But he did, of course.
Because that’s how Lance was—reliable
and hard-working.
Plus, he told Rebecca, we’re this close
to ﬁnishing the job.

Devastating news
When the oﬃcer arrived, she invited
Rebecca to sit in her cruiser
“That’s when she told me about the
accident,” says Rebecca. “She said Lance
and the crane operator were moving a
load from one side of the building to the
other. The load slipped from the crane’s
chains and crushed Lance. He died
instantly. He wouldn’t have known what
hit him.”

Family photos—Pictures help
keep Lance’s memory alive for
Rebecca and Caitlin.

Survival mode
An eerie sense of calm descended
over Rebecca like a blanket. She called
her mom, then her brother. It wasn’t
until she called Lance’s cousin to break
the news that she could hear the tremor
in her own voice. Lance and his cousin
had been close, more like brothers than
cousins.
“That was the only time I lost my
cool,” she says. “Other than that, I was
in survival mode.”
She realized she was bringing a child
into the world without the love and support of her husband. The man who had
braved minus 35-degree weather to satisfy her seemingly endless cravings for
Slurpees, who had assembled the
change table for the nursery, standing

“I’ve learned not just to stand on my own
two feet but to walk, too.”—Rebecca Orr
back to admire his handiwork after he
was done, a satisﬁed grin on his face.

Pushing through grief
After the accident, Rebecca moved
back to her hometown of Olds to await
the birth of her child. Her family—her
mom, four sisters and one brother—surrounded her. They comforted her. They
prayed with her. She put one foot in
front of the other, watching her life
through a pea-soup fog that dulled her
senses.
“I really didn’t know how to express
what I was feeling, so everyone thought
I was so together and so strong,” she

says. “Really, though, I was so lost. In a
room full of people, I felt alone. I had lost
my best friend, and the world the way I
knew it was pulled out from under me.
I didn’t know how to make it better.”
Her life started coming back into
focus when Caitlin was born three
months later. There was still grief, but
there was also something else—a resolve
to move forward and raise their child.
Rebecca, now 30, relies heavily on her
faith, which has been a constant
throughout her life.
“I’ve learned not just to stand on my
own two feet but to walk, too,” she says.
“Being a young widow—and a single
mother—has its share of struggles. But
my eyes, and arms, are wide open to
whatever is in store for me.” W
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Rediscovering his

inner

warrior

KEITH BRADLEY
FOCUSES ON
GETTING BACK
INTO RACING
SHAPE

BY JAMIE HALL

K

EITH BRADLEY tells anyone who will listen:
Don’t be a rock star.

“That’s how I got into trouble in the
ﬁrst place,” he says ruefully. “I thought
because I was in great shape, I was a
rock star. That’s how I hurt my back.”
A plumber and gas ﬁtter at
Lethbridge Hospital, the 50-year-old
was training hard to prepare for his second Spartan Race. Held in cities and
towns across North America, the
Spartan Race encourages participants to
discover their “inner warrior” through a
series of athletic challenges that involve
navigating everything from mud and
water to mountains.

Reeling in an injury
The year before, Bradley had travelled to Montana with some buddies,
slogging his way through an eight-kilometre obstacle course of quicksand-like
mud. He managed to cross the ﬁnish
line in one hour and 50 minutes, a
time he was determined to beat.
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A month before the race, Bradley
and a co-worker were cleaning one of
the hospital’s main drains. When the
53-metre-long industrial snake broke
during the process, Bradley had to reel
the cable back in.
“I had a sore back that night.
But that didn’t surprise me because I
worked it hard that day,” says Bradley.

A mental and physical challenge
ahead
The soreness soon morphed into
pain, which then migrated to his leg.
Two days later, the pain was so excruciating he could barely walk.
Six weeks of physiotherapy resolved
nothing, nor did visits to the chiropractor and the acupuncturist. A subsequent
MRI revealed the problem—a herniated
disc that was pressing on the nerve root
of his right leg.
There was no guarantee that surgery

could ﬁx it. Still, says Bradley, he
wanted the best chance at getting his
life back. For him, the decision to have
surgery was easy.
Managing the pain up to his surgery
was challenging, though. He relied
on pain medication, along with an
occasional cortisone shot. He also
credits the support of WCB case
manager Kristin Baxter for helping him
through it.
“The injury was as tough for me
mentally as it was physically. Kristin
really helped me with that. She listened
to me and always kept me in the loop.
She made sure I knew what was
happening, every step of the way,”
says Bradley.

Making modifications— Keith Bradley knows first-hand the benefits of modified work after an injury.

“I wanted to come to work. I love my job. You spend so much time at
work—you’d better love it, right?”—Keith Bradley
Modified work a key part of
recovery
The surgery was a success, and
Bradley was up and moving the next
day. Eight days later, he was back at
work.
“I wanted to come to work. I love
my job. It’s a great job. You spend so
much time at work—you’d better love
it, right?”
Sandi Huculak, WCB program analyst for Alberta Health Services, South
Zone, says having modiﬁed work available for injured employees is critical.

“Initially, Keith couldn’t do anything
that involved any lifting, but we had lots
for him to do. He did some online facility
training, plus he was helping with the
coordination of contractors,” says
Huculak.
“Rather than focusing on a worker’s
injury or disability, modiﬁed work
switches the mindset to being back in
regular life, to where the person was
pre-injury. It’s not only physically beneﬁcial but also mentally beneﬁcial to get
injured workers back as quickly and
safely as possible.”

Still a warrior but no longer a
rock star
Bradley says his ultimate goal is to
reach the level of ﬁtness he needs to
enter another Spartan Race. He’s well
on his way.
In physiotherapy after his surgery, he
discovered that his physiotherapist was
also a personal trainer. He started working with her in the hopes of once again
ﬁnding his inner warrior. He has no
interest in resurrecting his inner rock
star, however.
“I’m smart about it now,” he says.
“I thought I was a big tough guy. Anyone
can get injured, though, doesn’t matter
if you’re 18 or 50.” W
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Drilling
to the

safety
core
HOW TRINIDAD DRILLING
MADE DISABILITY
MANAGEMENT A PRIORITY

Help wanted—Trinidad Drilling’s Darryl Hostyn teamed
up with WCB’s Boris Makale to take a look at how
claims were affecting the company’s premiums.
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“Keeping our people safe on the job is
paramount.”—Darryl Hostyn, Trinidad Drilling

Makale says the problem in reporting
isn’t uncommon among large employers
like Trinidad, where employees work
rotational shifts—for example, 14 days
on, seven days off.

Behind the eight ball

BY JAMIE HALL

Y

OU DON’T HAVE TO dig deep to ﬁnd safety at the
core of Trinidad Drilling’s workplace culture.

“Keeping our people safe on the job
is paramount,” says Darryl Hostyn, the
HSE manager for the company’s
Canadian drilling operations. “We talk
about safety all the time, but sometimes
it hits home a lot harder when they hear
it from someone else.”
Enter WCB account manager Boris
Makale.

Lag time in injury reporting
Makale saw at a glance that while
the company’s disability management
program was solid, there were some
gaps when it came to timely injury
reporting. The lag time wasn’t between
the company and WCB, but rather
between the company and the workers
at its 70-plus rig sites around the
province.

A typical scenario goes like this: A
worker injures a knee or shoulder, and
then starts several days off thinking the
problem will resolve itself. Often it gets
worse, to the point where the worker
seeks medical attention and ultimately
requires time off work to recover.
“And now the company ﬁnds out
days after the accident about a lost-time
claim. That puts them behind the eight
ball,” says Makale.
The resulting surge in claims translated into rising WCB premiums for
Trinidad, and the company faced a surcharge.

Communicating processes first
step in bringing staff on board
“They needed to take a step back
and focus on what was important. That
was getting all their front-line managers—their rig managers and derrick
hands—to understand their processes
and expectations in terms of disability
management,” explains Makale. >>
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Drilling to the safety core >> continued
“We really had to drive home the
message to make sure they reported
every injury and that they preached that
message to their crews at every toolbox
and safety meeting.”
Armed with buy-in from senior managers, Makale delivered that message at
the company’s annual meeting in Nisku.
He talked about the role of WCB and
explained how claims impacted premium rates. He also outlined what staff
could do to help Trinidad maximize its

performance and help injured workers
achieve a positive return-to-work outcome as safely and quickly as possible.
He told them money being used to
pay the surcharge could be put to better
use for things like increasing wages or
purchasing new crew trucks.
“That got their attention. Everybody
wants to see workers safe at work—no
one wants to see anyone else get hurt.
At the end of the day, though, you have
to ﬁnd a way to relate to people.”

“The physical nature of the work in the energy sector is largely responsible
for the challenges employers face in terms of being able to offer permanent
accommodations—it’s difficult. But Trinidad managed to find a way around
those challenges.”—Boris Makale, WCB case manager

PHOTO BY LAUGHING DOG

All hands on deck—All staff were part of
the performance turnaround at Trinidad,
and eventually the company moved to a
discount position.
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Accountability for an injuryfree job
The presentation complete, Makale
worked on revamping some of the company’s paperwork, and shoring up its
disability management strategies.
The changes at the company were
swift and dramatic. Trinidad was able to
offer modiﬁed work in 100 per cent of
disabling-injury cases and permanently
accommodated two workers, offering
them employment in other positions.
“They really embraced disability
management,” says Makale. “The physical nature of the work in the energy sector is largely responsible for the challenges employers face in terms of being
able to offer permanent accommodations—it’s diﬃcult. But Trinidad managed to ﬁnd a way around those challenges.”
Makale initially anticipated that by
2017 Trinidad could eliminate the WCB
surcharge and even see a small discount.
As it turns out, the company received a
nearly ﬁve per cent discount in 2015 and
will see a discount of 10 per cent in 2016.
Says Makale: “They saw the beneﬁts,
and they embraced them. They did a
phenomenal job.” W

Advertise in WorkSIGHT and find an audience dedicated
to safe, healthy and strong Alberta workplaces.

“WorkSIGHT is a cost-effective advertising
medium that puts us directly in front of
the clients we serve—industrial safety
managers.”– Ron McNutt, President,
KnowledgeWare Communications Corp.
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melissa.babcock@wcb.ab.ca

Take A Walk Day
Thursday, Aug. 20

Take one step at a time.
Staying active is better for your back.

Take a walk anywhere, anytime, on Aug. 20,
and be part of Take A Walk Day, an annual event
aimed at promoting back health—and an active
lifestyle. Walk to the store, head to the park,
or take your dog for a walk. It’s that easy;
no time limit, or distance, is required.
Go to backactive.ca to register

and become eligible to win an iPod nano.
Follow on Twitter @backactiveAB
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Legal View

Judicial ruling validates Industry
Custom Pricing in Alberta
Cost relief is not a vested right, says
Court of Queen’s Bench
BY DOUGLAS R. MAH, QC, WCB SECRETARY & GENERAL COUNSEL

T

HE LEGAL WRANGLING over the validity of WCB-Alberta’s
Industry Pricing (ICP) program was finally resolved in 2014
in a judicial ruling by Justice R. A. Graesser of the Court of
Queen’s Bench of Alberta. He determined that WCB’s ICP
policy (Policy 07-02) is a lawful expression of the WCB Board
of Directors’ policy-making power and, in the particular case,
that the Appeals Commission had validly held that an
employer was not entitled to cost relief as a result of
enrolment in ICP.
ICP allows an industry to customize various features in WCB’s
premium pricing model according to risk tolerances and
preferences in that industry. Employers in an industry assume
greater accountability for claims performance and experience
greater risk and reward in terms of pricing, within the overall
system of collective liability. A majority of an industry, as
represented by insurable earnings, must vote in favour of a
particular ICP design in order for enrolment to take place.
The cost relief option within ICP allows an industry to forgo
claiming cost relief for aggravation of a pre-existing condition
in exchange for WCB not collecting the cost relief levy.
When retroactive cost relief is granted, the claims costs
related to aggravation of a pre-existing condition are relieved
from an individual employer’s experience account and
charged at the industry level. Where employers in an industry
choose to opt out of cost relief through ICP, those costs
become part of the experience account. Thus, for these
employers, their premium rate adjustments (i.e., discounts
or surcharges) are more sensitive to actual performance in
prevention and disability management.
In the court case, the employer was enrolled in ICP with the
cost relief option through the voting process but still
purported to claim cost relief for aggravation of a pre-existing

1

condition on a certain claim. WCB’s denial of cost relief
was upheld by the Appeals Commission and the employer
sought judicial review to have the Appeals Commission
decision overturned by the court.
The employer raised a number of arguments in court.
In response to the charge that the ICP policy is ultra vires
(made without authority), Graesser J. found that the power
of the WCB Board of Directors to enact the policy…“if not
express, is given by necessary implication.” He also ruled
that it is not improper for WCB to allow polling within an
industry to determine whether that industry enrols in ICP.
Conflict with other legislation was also alleged by the
employer as grounds for invalidating the policy. The court
found that the ICP policy did not promote discrimination
against disabled workers contrary to the Alberta Human
Rights Act and did not lessen competition contrary to
the federal Competition Act. Graesser J. also rejected
the argument that consultation for the policy had been
inadequate, finding instead that consultation is
discretionary and not required for every policy change.
He disagreed with the employer that WCB had influenced
the polling process by putting out one-sided information.
Finally, the court did not agree with the employer that
denial of cost relief in this case amounted to the removal
of a “vested right.” The court noted that cost relief itself,
having been created by policy, can be taken away by policy
and also that an employer that does not pay the cost relief
levy in a year cannot expect to get cost relief for that year.
Accordingly, with these legal objections out of the way,
WCB continues to offer ICP (including the cost relief option)
to employers in industries that vote for more flexible
pricing options and more accountability. W

Challenger Geomatics Ltd v Alberta (Appeals Commission for Alberta Workers’ Compensation), 2014 ABQB 712
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Seminars and workshops
for employers
WCB offers workshops in Calgary and Edmonton and, based
on demand, in other locations throughout the province.
RETURN TO WORK (MODIFIED WORK) SEMINAR
(PREVIOUSLY DISABILITY MANAGEMENT)
This session will help employers better understand the
relationship between claim costs and WCB premiums. It provides
a step-by-step process to assist with building and implementing
successful modified work and return-to-work programs.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
All employers, but especially those who will directly oversee a
disability management program.
LENGTH:
One half-day session.

EMPLOYER INFORMATION WORKSHOP
Learn general information about the fundamentals of workers’
compensation. Topics include insurable earnings, subcontractor
liabilities, managing your account and the impact of claim costs
on premiums.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Individuals in human resources, payroll and other financial positions.
LENGTH:
One half-day session.
For more information visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
or call 780-498-4694.

UNDERSTANDING WCB’S APPEALS SYSTEM

For more information visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
or call 780-498-4694.

Get an overview of WCB’s appeal process, including how to
initiate, prepare and present a claim or premium-related appeal.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Employers

MODIFIED DUTIES WORKSHOP
Modified work is a safe, effective and efficient way to return an
injured worker to the job. This interactive workshop will provide:
• The framework and tools needed to develop,
implement or improve a modified work program.

LENGTH:
One half-day session.
For more information visit wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
or call 780-498-4694.

• Ideas and examples of appropriate modified duties.

PREVENTING WORKPLACE VIOLENCE SEMINAR

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
All employers, but especially those with a disability management
program (which WCB’s return-to-work seminar can help you start).

This seminar will help employers identify, respond to and prevent
a variety of workplace incidents. They’ll also learn to develop
their own workplace violence prevention program.

LENGTH:
One half-day session.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Any employers with WCB coverage.

Call Millard Health at 780-498-3363 for more information
or to register.

LENGTH:
Three hours
For more information, call 780-498-4990.

What employers have said about the return to work seminar:
“Great discussion! Great responses from instructors!”
“Very informative, great examples provided and presented perfectly.”
“Instructors were very knowledgeable, personable and flexible. Nice work!”

Sign up today!

Questions?

Visit www.wcb.ab.ca/employers/seminars.asp
Most workshops and seminars are free of charge to WCB account holders.

Call: 1-866-498-4694 (toll-free)
Note: Workshop dates are subject to change or cancellation.
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